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Fiction

PICTURE BOOK /
MIDDLE GRADE

BookEnds Literary - Picture Book / Middle Grade

Jennifer Robin Barr
GOODBYE, MR. SPALDING
It’s 1934 in Philadelphia and the hometown A’s are
slumping as hard as the national economy. But Jimmy
Frank won’t give up on his beloved A’s, even when the
ballpark owners announce that they’re building up the
wall in right field – which will block the residents of
20th Street from selling tickets to their rooftop
bleacher seats.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
Boyds Mills
Pub Date:
Spring 2020

Rights Sold:

Working from their own personal book of rules, Jimmy
and his best friend Lola try scheme after scheme to
stop the “Spite Fence” from being built. But when everything from burying a fish in
right field for good luck to forging a note to stop the A’s lawyer from attending a vital
court date fail, Jimmy starts to look to the infamous Polinski boys for help. A quartet
of ne’er-do-wells who’ve bullied both Jimmy and Lola in the past, Lola wants nothing
to do with them or their latest plans.

Rights Available:

As Jimmy’s ideas stray further from Jimmy and Lola’s book of rules and veer into the
illegal, he stands to lose not only his favorite pastime -- but also his lifelong best
friend.

Performance

World English

Translation
Audio

GOODBYE, MR. SPALDING is an historical fiction middle grade about the power of
friendship and forgiveness, set against the backdrop of baseball’s Golden Era, the
Great Depression, and the construction of the Spite Fence at Shibe Park.

New project from Jennifer, currently on submission!
PRIDE AND PEPPER JUICE
It is a truth universally acknowledged that a girl living in Pemberly will be in want of some of Darcy’s family’s famed condiment Pepper Juice.
Unless that girl is Lizzie.
It’s the annual Pepper Juice competition and Lizzie is not excited to make a pepper juice concoction of her own. She’s even less
thrilled when the competition turns into pairs and she’s matched with Darcy – whose pride has rendered Lizzie’s overtures of
friendship useless. But when an unforeseen blender explosion causes Lizzie to actually taste pepper juice – will the upending of
his pride and her prejudice finally lead them to a real friendship of their own?
Featuring some of the most beloved (and reviled) characters in Jane Austen’s original, PRIDE AND PEPPER JUICE is a fun – and
delicious - retelling of Austen’s classic tale.

BookEnds Literary - Picture Book / Middle Grade

Viviane Elbee
TEACH YOUR GIRAFFE
TO SKI
Much like Dragons Love Tacos and If
You Ever Want to Bring a Piano to the
Beach, Don’t, TEACH YOUR GIRAFFE
TO SKI is a fun filled picture book that
will remind readers of all the joys of
learning a new skill as a gangly giraffe
to tries his hooves at skiing.
Your giraffe wants to learn how to ski
—but but not on the bunny hill. She
wants to go down the big scary slope!
Enjoy this riotous journey as the
narrator tries to reign their giraffe in—
and learns something about courage along the way.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
Albert Whitman
Pub Date:
Fall 2018

Rights Sold:
World English
Performance
Rights Available:
Translation
Audio

A new project from Viviane, currently on submission!
GHOST-O-SAURUS
Ava is determined to bring the scariest ghost to a party so that she can win a prize. But GHOST-O-SAURUS is more
terrifying than she ever imagined - and he might ruin the party! To save the day, Ava needs dino problem-solving
skills.
GHOST-O-SAURUS is a 294 word picture book for dinosaur fans, ghost fans, and kids who love to scream,
"EEEIIKKK!"

BookEnds Literary - Picture Book / Middle Grade

Laurel Gale
STORY MAGIC
Girls aren't allowed to practice story magic. Twelveyear-old Kivia A'Dor knows this, but it doesn't keep her
older brother Hoz from teaching her how to sense the
magical being called listeners. Listeners grant power
to the stories they are told. Stories with commands
like "make the bread rise", or "row this boat".
Although Kivia worries about the supposed bad luck of
a girl practicing magic, she tries a little to impress Hoz,
and little bit more when she is almost robbed. Kivia
enjoys telling stories, but she worries it really is bad luck for girls to practice magic.
Her fears are confirmed when Hoz fails to return home one day. Convinced it is her
fault, Kivia embarks on a quest to rescue him from a prison in Prima, the faraway
capital city.
As she journeys to Prima, and the truth about her brother and the listeners unravels,
Kivia must decide whether to blindly trust the rules of her world, or summon the
courage to what is right for the sake of the listeners and herself.
Laurel Gale is the author of Dead Boy and Monster, Human, Other, two middle grade
novels published by Crown Books for Young Readers. She lives in Vancouver,
Washington.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
ON SUBMISSION
Pub Date:
ON SUBMISSION

Rights Available:
All Rights
Available

BookEnds Literary - Picture Book / Middle Grade

Edited Manuscript Available Soon!

Jason Henderson
THE DOOR INTO THE DEEP –
Book 1 of the Young Captain Nemo
Series
Percy Jackson goes 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea!
As a descendent of Jules Verne’s antihero, 12-year-old
Gabriel Nemo has been tasked with protecting the
undersea world where he lives. In his latest adventure,
Gabriel and his crew must face down a new breed of
crustaceans. Massive in size, these creatures wear
the shells of old warships like armor. Gabriel wants to save them while others want to
exterminate them. Unfortunately, there’s a third and more terrible option: Maelstrom
—the corporate face of the Nemo family’s archenemy—have every intention of using
the creatures' destructive powers for evil.
Armed with his wits, his friends, and his Nemotech submarine, Gabriel sets out in an
undersea adventure that includes exciting battles and daring rescues. With his
parents ensconced in their secret sea lab at the bottom of the ocean, Gabriel
attempts to undo the damage caused by his ancestors and clear his family name,
before Maelstrom can destroy the Nemos once and for all.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
Feiwel & Friends
Pub Date:
Winter 2019

Rights Sold:
World English
Audio
Rights Available:
Translation
Performance

BookEnds Literary - Picture Book / Middle Grade

Sold at auction !!

Yvonne Ivinson
FOX BOX TAIL SAIL
In this innovative debut picture book by authorillustrator Yvonne Ivinson, a fox takes a box out on the
open sea. With a sail and a very versatile tail, he
braves a storm and explores the depths around and
below him. That is, until his secret companion makes
himself known!
Using just seven words and beautiful imagery, FOX
BOX TAIL SAIL is a charming adventure for younger
picture book readers and their parents.
Yvonne Ivinson is an author-illustrator whose works have been featured in exhibitions
in both the US and the UK. More about her and her work can be found at http://
yvonneivinsonart.com/index.html.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
Greenwillow
Pub Date:
Summer 2019

Rights Sold:
World English
Audio
Rights Available:
Translation
Performance

BookEnds Literary - Picture Book / Middle Grade

Katrina Moore
ONE HUG
Some hugs comfort. Some hugs stick. Some hugs
find us; some we pick. This lyrical text follows the
different hugs that fill a child's day, from a wake up
hug for the dog, to a "hello" hug for a neighbor, as the
family prepares to welcome immigrant relatives.
ONE HUG is an #ownvoices word picture book that
celebrates how hugs bring us together for different
reasons, and how the hugs we choose become the
family we choose. The text is upbeat, yet tender, in the
vein of Deborah Underwood's The Quiet Book and Liz Garton Scanlon's All the World,
that leads the reader to an anticipated heart-happy ending.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
Katherine Tegen
Pub Date:
Summer 2019

Rights Sold:
World English
Rights Available:
Translation
Audio
Performance

New projects from Katrina, currently on submission!
RA-RA DRAGON
RAA RAA DRAGON, tuck in for the night. No, sir, no, sir, I'll take flight! So begins little Dragon's adventurous quest to avoid
Knight's call to bed. This humorous picture book is a roaring reimagining of the traditional lullaby, "Baa, Baa, Black Sheep," that
offers a fresh peek into the playful yet exasperating familiar night-time duel between parent and child. It's a catchy, clever romp
in the vein of Jeff Mack's Hush Little Polar Bear for fans of Monster Go Night Night and Dragon Was Terrible.

WHEN YOU ARE YOU
"I'm a rabbit, small, but proud. You're a lion, roaring loud." WHEN YOU ARE YOU is an ode to opposites, individuality, and
friendship. Simple words are powerfully woven together for the earliest readers, in the poetic vein of THE WONDERFUL THINGS
YOU WILL BE meets WHY AM I ME?

DAISY AND GRANDPA GRUMPS
Daisy has big plans for her week with Ye-Ye, the Chinese grandfather she's meeting for the first time. They are going to have so
much fun! But it turns out Ye-Ye is not quite what Daisy expected. All he says is, "Humph" and is a lot less jolly than the other
grandfathers Daisy knows. With a little creativity and a lot of smiles, Daisy and her grumpy grandpa soon learn to communicate
in other ways.
DAISY AND GRANDPA GRUMPS is a humorous and heartfelt own-voice picture book about the ways we can connect across
cultures and generations. Written in the vein of Ryan Higgin's Mother Bruce meets Jean Reagan's How to Babysit a Grandpa, it
is the first in a planned series around Daisy and her multi-cultural family.

Fiction

YOUNG ADULT /
NEW ADULT

BookEnds Literary - Young Adult / New Adult

S.N. Bacon
CROW FLIGHT
Felix Gartner has been training crows since he was a
child. Gin Heartson is a talented computer modeler
who creates order and predictability out of chaos, and
she has programs for everything: what to wear, what
to eat, what to do and when. She knows logic and lives
by it. But ‘attractive boy’ + ‘outrageously wealthy
family’ + ‘popularity’ does not equal ‘hangs out with
crows in his free time.’ Felix Gartner is an anomaly.
When the two are thrust together in an advanced
computer simulation class, Felix brings the same whimsy to modeling that he
embraces with his crows, and it is precisely their different worldviews that make him
and Gin such a strong team. Despite her hesitance, Gin finds herself charmed by
Felix and fascinated with the crows, and the two decide that a final project on crow
flocking patterns is just what they need to earn an A—and get Gin into Harvard.
When Felix is suddenly, inexplicably pulled out of school and cuts off all
communication, Gin is forced to turn to her models not to create a coded life, but to
tap into a Gartner family secret that invites chaos. Struggling to find an answer to
Felix’s disappearance, she turns to the crows and learns far more than she ever
wanted. To understand what’s happening, she needs to learn to trust her gut, not just
her logic, and hope what she uncovers doesn’t destroy her carefully-planned future.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
Amberjack
Pub Date:
Spring 2019

Rights Sold:
World English
Rights Available:
Translation
Audio
Performance

BookEnds Literary - Young Adult / New Adult

Lindsey Frydman
PROJECT A.I.D.E.N

PROJECT A.I.D.E.N. by Lindsey Frydman (YA)
Aiden is AIR’s greatest creation—ninety percent
machine, ten percent human. Sure, he’s been
officially “alive” for just a year, but to those who
didn’t witness his development, he’s an average
eighteen-year-old. That is, if you ignore his
beyond-average intelligence, perfect memory,
and impending death sentence. For the first time
in his life, Aiden is on his own.
Soon after breaking out, he runs into Eva.
Technically, she runs into him...with her car. Using a weekend getaway as a ploy to
hide Aiden, they have two days to figure out how to save his life. As the timer counts
down, Aiden glimpses what it’s like to be human—what it’s like to be free. Eva’s the
first girl he’s met, and she treats him as something more than a machine. When her
hand is in his, he feels like he is more.
Suddenly, dying doesn’t just mean the end of a lonely life filled with tests, security
cameras, and steel walls. Now it means losing the girl who’s shown him compassion,
affection, and maybe even love. With AIR hunting him, Aiden is faced with a choice:
stay with Eva, making her an accomplice to a federal crime, or let her go and give up
everything that makes his life worth living.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
ON SUBMISSION
Pub Date:
ON SUBMISSION

Rights Available:
All Rights
Available

BookEnds Literary - Young Adult / New Adult

Author’s second book recently sold!

S. Gonzales
LAW OF INERTIA
When James’s boyfriend Ashton jumped off a bridge,
no one questioned what happened. A foster kid with a
history of suicide attempts and a school attendance
record with more gaps than a bad alibi, Ash was
another number in a system that failed him. But
James is left struggling with his death...

Rights Info:
Publisher:
Amberjack
Pub Date:
October 2019

And Ash’s older brother Elliot has vanished. If anyone
knows where he is, they're not talking. To James,
Elliot’s disappearance means he’s hiding something;
innocent people don’t run away. Perhaps Ash's death wasn't a suicide after all.

Rights Sold:

After months of searching, James may have found Elliot. But this Elliot has told his
new friends a different story. One where he never had a brother. If Elliot can lie about
Ash, then no one can trust him. Not even the police.

Rights Available:

North American
English

Translation
Audio
Performance

BookEnds Literary - Young Adult / New Adult

NY Times Bestselling Author

C.C. Hunter
THE MORTICIAN’S DAUGHTER
The first book in a brand-new series from the NY
Times Bestselling Author of the Shadow Falls series
(St. Martins).
Her dad’s job is with the dead . . . and he’s bringing
his work home with him.
Once again, seventeen-year-old Riley Smith is the new
kid in school and her dad’s career has her back to
being dubbed a freak. Truth is, she’s a much bigger
freak than her classmates think. The only company she keeps these days is the dead
who follow Dad home from work. She can see them. She can speak to them. And
Fate seems to think she can help them solve their last problems so that they can
move on to the other side. Which is odd, because with the loss of her mother and her
father’s alcoholism, she’s got enough problems of her own.
But nothing could prepare her for the next tormented young spirit who darkens
Riley’s door. The young woman’s death wasn’t the accident everyone believes. Soon
Riley finds herself face-to-face with the killer and her only protection comes in the
form of another spirit, Hayden, a boy her age with a heart-melting smile and
understanding eyes that make her feel safe. If she can escape becoming the killer’s
next victim, Riley knows she’ll have to help Hayden move on too, but what if she can’t
let him go?

Rights Info:
Publisher:
C.C. Hunter (eBk)
EverAfter (print)
Pub Date:
October 2017

Rights Sold:
World English
French
Rights Available:
Translation
Audio
Performance

BookEnds Literary - Young Adult / New Adult

NY Times Bestselling Author

Sara Wolf
ERIN EVANS SAVES THE WORLD
Erin Evans lives a “normal” teenage life: failing
classes, sulking at prom, and grieving her dead dad,
and when she passes out at the punch bowl only to
wake up in a strange forest with even stranger people,
she suddenly realizes she’s not in Oregon anymore.
Confronted by face-stealing demon-like reavers, Erin
discovers that she has the ability to fling deadly white
fire, the only thing that can truly kill a reaver. The only
problem is, she doesn’t know how to use it. Setting
out on a journey with her newfound reaver-hunting friends, to meet the scholar who
can teach her to use her power, Erin learns the real power of white fire isn’t beating
the reavers, but beating the Queen who created them. The evil queen who shares her
face.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
ON SUBMISSION
Pub Date:
ON SUBMISSION

Rights Available:
All Rights
Available

Now, Erin Evans must save the world. Even if it’s not hers.
Sara Wolf is the New York Times bestselling author of the Lovely Vicious series and
the upcoming BRING ME THEIR HEARTS, both with Entangled. She is also the author
of PRETENDING TO BE ERICA under the name Michelle Painchaud with Viking.

Also Available from Sara…
Beatrix Cruz - Bee for short - has exactly one goal; kick her dad's severe depression in the ass. Nothing
can stand in her way - not even Lakecrest's rich, hot, and notorious Blackthorn brothers. Not Fitz
Blackthorn, with his flirting and his elite computer hacking, not Burn Blackthorn, with his intimidating
height and emotionless face, and certainly not sinfully handsome Wolf Blackthorn, who hands out 'red
cards' to students who displease him, and expels the ones who keep doing it.
But when Bee stands up for a student, she pisses off Wolf, and he's suddenly itching to pull her
scholarship from underneath her. To keep it, Bee strikes a deal with the devil - father Blackthorn himself;
spy on Mr. Blackthorn's sons, become friends with them, and learn their secrets in exchange for staying
at Lakecrest.
Betraying the Blackthorn brothers' trust is supposed to be easy. Becoming friends with the Blackthorn
boys makes it hard. And falling in love with Wolf makes it impossible.
French Rights sold to Pocket; All other rights available.

Fiction

GRAPHIC NOVEL

BookEnds Literary - Graphic Novel

Actively being developed for film!

Matthew Dow Smith
THE OCTOBER GIRL
Life hasn’t turned out the way Autumn Ackerman
expected. She grew up believing in fairies and magic
and princesses that battled dragons. Now, at eighteen,
she’s stuck behind the counter of her local coffee
shop and realizing the world is a lot less magical than
she dreamed of as a little girl.
Until Barnaby, her imaginary friend from childhood,
walks into her life as a living, breathing thing. Drawn
into the world of the Night Folk, Autumn soon
befriends fantastic characters that should only exist in the pages of myths and
legends. But these creatures are real. However, not everyone welcomes Autumn with
open arms. As she navigates this strange world, the mysterious Mr. Balloon dogs her
every move and is hell-bent on destroying her. Apparently, everyone else knows more
about her connection to the Night Folk than she does. Autumn’s world has become a
lot more interesting—and dangerous—than she ever could have imagined.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
ON SUBMISSION
Pub Date:
ON SUBMISSION

Rights Available:
All Rights
Available

Fiction

GENERAL
FICTION

BookEnds Literary - General Fiction

Eddy Day
TRAPDOOR MESSIAH
Third-generation hangman Sycamore “Sick” Lymm
would kill for a job where he doesn’t have to kill. After
his father's untimely death, Sick took over at the ripe
old age of 23—practically a hang-kid. Now, four years
later, Sick is fed up with climbing the scaffold and
pulling that lever every week. The only thing holding
him back: Sick is unevolved. Unlike most people, he
can't summon the Current, a source of energy that
powers everything from the transportation system to
advances in medicine. Without the ability to tap into
this power, Sick’s options are limited.
Before he can worry about it, though, the unthinkable happens: convicted murderer
Bayus Janssen escapes—twenty minutes after Sick hangs him. As the flabbergasted
authorities scramble around like mice on a millstone, Sick is left blaming himself.
Walking away from his legacy is one thing; leaving it in shambles is another.
But Janssen is no ordinary killer. The Current has infected him somehow, leaving him
with deadly powers—and a singular mission. Sick has no idea how important it is that
he catch this madman. All he knows is that the scaffold’s looking better every day.
And if he isn’t careful, that’s exactly where he’ll end up.
TRAPDOOR MESSIAH is the first in a planned trilogy called THE COPPERHEART
CHORUS. With the dark humor of Preacher and its character-driven narrative,
TRAPDOOR MESSIAH will appeal to readers who enjoy books by Cherie Priest and
Stephen Hunt, as well as television shows like The Adventures of Brisco County Jr
and Firefly.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
ON SUBMISSION
Pub Date:
ON SUBMISSION

Rights Available:
All Rights
Available
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Peter Mann
THE PHRENOLOGIST
San Francisco, 1901: Hypochondriac and failed PhD
candidate Arminius Mensch has created the perfect
reclusive life, hiding away at his job in a local museum.
But when the body of a girl turns up in the pathology
room, all signs point to its lackluster employee,
Mensch, who soon finds himself out of a job and
wanted for questioning by the police.
Detective Tom Hobbes may be the only one who can
save Mensch from prison and total nervous collapse.
He doesn’t know how the girl got there, but he’s going to take the time to find out.
Without any help from his fellow cops, who actively thwart him due to his mixed-race
heritage, Hobbes is forced to turn to the most unlikely candidate for help, Mensch
himself. The two improbable partners join forces, and hold on for dear life as the case
takes them on a picaresque adventure through the multi-layered past of San
Francisco at the turn of the century.
With its explorations of race and America's place and purpose in the world, THE
PHRENOLOGIST draws strong parallels between the early nineteenth century and
today. The book will appeal to readers of upmarket historical and literary fiction who
enjoy books by authors such as Christopher Buckley, T.C. Boyle, and Donald Ray
Pollock.
Peter Mann has a Ph.D. in History from Stanford University, where he currently
teaches in a humanities program for college freshmen. Mann is also an artist who
has exhibited in galleries in the San Francisco area, and would be happy to provide
illustrations for this novel should a publisher be interested in that approach. Sample
illustrations for style can be provided along with the completed manuscript.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
ON SUBMISSION
Pub Date:
ON SUBMISSION

Rights Available:
All Rights
Available
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James Markert
THE STRANGE CASE OF ISAAC
CRAWLEY

to the States.

A Victorian-era thriller inspired by the real-life hysteria
caused by the premiere performance of “Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde” at London’s Lyceum in 1888, which
coincided with the start of the Jack the Ripper
murders. Many Londoners believed that the horror
portrayed on stage inspired the Ripper, and, because
of his convincing portrayal, the lead actor was an early
suspect. The actual newspaper clippings inspired
James to write a book picking up with the play’s return

Isaac Crawley, an enigmatic philanthropist and dilettante, has yet to emotionally get
over the fire that nearly killed him four years ago and left half his face scarred. Since
then, he’s become morbidly fascinated with the “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” play,
following it like an addict from Boston to New York, to the Lyceum in London, and
finally back home to Louisville. His closest friends and fellow ex-orphans, Darcy and
Porter, fear his state of mind since the fire, and even more so since his return from
London. Isaac was there during Jack the Ripper's killing spree, and returned with an
opium habit, a propensity for blackouts and noticeable changes in behavior. Now the
local authorities think he may be Saucy Jack, himself.
Three downtown buildings have burned to the ground since Isaac’s return, and on the
fourth night of the play, a body is found on the riverbank, butchered like the Ripper's
first victim. As more murder victims arise, the evidence seems stacked against Isaac,
and he becomes less and less sure of his own mind. It becomes increasingly clear
that Isaac Crawley has his own “Mr. Hyde”, but is his dark side really a ruthless killer
-- putting even Darcy and Porter’s lives at risk -- or merely another victim of the true
evil that’s terrorizing his city?
James Markert is the critically acclaimed author of ANGELS' SHARE (Jan 2017) and
ALL THINGS BRIGHT AND STRANGE (Jan 2018) with Thomas Nelson. While he
continues to write historical redemptive fiction for them, ISAAC CRAWLEY marks his
debut in the historical thriller market.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
ON SUBMISSION
Pub Date:
ON SUBMISSION

Rights Available:
All Rights
Available
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Jennifer Maritza
McCauley
KINGFOLK
It is 1874 and Louisiana is at war with itself. Ex-slaves
struggle to forge new lives, while the state’s
Democrats wage a bloody campaign against them. But
BEAH RUND, a young girl with haunting memories, just
wants to find the mother she lost after their daring
escape from bondage almost a decade before. Beah
enlists the help of another ex-slave, PROPHET MOON,
an itinerant vision-seer who carries his own memories,
along with the heavy weight of responsibility for telling
others their future. Prophet Moon agrees to show
Beah the way to a river town community built by CLAUDE BANIAS as a haven for exslaves, where she believes she may find her mother. Claude’s ties to prominent
Republicans, however, put him, and the town, at risk, and the reunions awaiting both
Beah and Prophet in Banias prove dangerous in ways they cannot foresee.
With its blend of myth, magic, and history, and its portrayal of a world that is at once
believable and otherworldly, KINGFOLK (108k words) will appeal to readers who
enjoy books like Jonathan Odell’s The Healing, Tiphanie Yanique’s Land of Love and
Drowning, and Colson Whitehead’s The Underground Railroad.
Jennifer Maritza McCauley is a PhD candidate in creative writing at the University of
Missouri and was awarded a 2018 fellowship in creative writing by the National
Endowment for the Arts. She is an editorial assistant at The Missouri Review, an
associate editor of Origins Literary Journal, and a reviews editor at Fjords Review. Her
work has appeared or is forthcoming in a variety of outlets including The Los Angeles
Review, The Feminist Wire, and Deep South Magazine. Her first book of poetry was
published by Stalking Horse Press in October.
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Recent Sale!!!
Bestselling Author

Heather Webber

MIDNIGHT AT THE BLACKBIRD
CAFÉ
A Southern women’s fiction filled with magical realism
and sure to appeal to fans of Sarah Addison Allen.
Deep in the mountain shadows of Alabama lays the
town of Wicklow and the magical Blackbird Café,
where a piece of blackbird pie can reveal the whispers
of loved ones.
It is here Anna Kate Callow has come, to lay her
beloved Granny Zee to rest and fulfill her destiny as keeper of the blackbirds that live
behind the café. It is the birds, Callow ancestors, who sing messages from the dead
into the pies, messages meant to comfort and heal.
But there is another reason Anna Kate has come to Wickow. Before closing the café
and heading off to medical school, she’s going to finally learn the truth about her
father’s death. Then she, and all her Callow ancestors, will finally leave Wicklow for
good.
As Anna Kate starts searching for answers she quickly finds that the truth doesn’t
always give you the answers you need and her plan to avoid making friends, forming
ties, or getting to know her father’s side of the family might not be the best plan after
all. As the truth slowly reveals itself, Anna Kate will need to decide if this lone
blackbird will finally be able to take her broken wings and fly.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
Forge
Pub Date:
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World English
Audio
Rights Available:
Translation
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USA Today Bestselling Author

Christi Barth
BAD FOR HER - Book 1 of the Bad
Boys Gone Good Series
A sexy new series about three bad-boy brothers in
Witness Protection who are about to learn that going
good is harder than they thought...
Doctor Mollie Vickers loves the tight-knit community of
her tiny Oregon town. But she’s not a fan of the limited
dating options. Sleep with a guy who tried to copy off
her in junior high? Pass. Mollie’s sex life is flatlining…
until a deliciously handsome man she’s never seen
before stops to help her fix a flat tire.
As an ex-mobster, Rafe Maguire’s no saint. But he’s trying to turn over a new leaf.
Although he probably shouldn’t kiss the hot doctor on the side of the highway. Or
suggest a no-strings fling with a woman he has no business pursuing. Rafe’s life is
too complicated for love—his new WITSEC-provided identity doesn’t fit him at all and
there’s a U.S. Marshal watching his every move. He can’t tell Mollie the truth… but
their chemistry is scorching and being good doesn’t mean he can’t be a little bad.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
Avon
Pub Date:
October 2017

Rights Sold:
World English
Audio
Rights Available:
Translation
Performance

Mollie can’t resist the guy who looks rough, talks tough, and is loyal to the bone. But
it’s obvious Rafe is keeping secrets. When the truth comes out, Mollie must decide if
she could ever love an ex-mobster… or if this bad boy has truly gone good.

Praise for BAD FOR HER:
“Barth writes the perfect blend of humor, pathos, and romance.” — Library Journal
“Almost immediately after picking up this book I fell hard for Rafe Maguire... full of sweet everyday moments... an
incredibly fun contemporary romance that features a bad boy who has gone so, so good.” — Book Riot (Best Books of
September)

BookEnds Literary - Romance

Christina Britton
WITH LOVE IN SIGHT - Book 1 of
the Twice Shy Series
A witty Regency Romance from 2017 Romance
Writers of America’s Golden Heart Winner Christina
Britton, perfect for fans of Julia Quinn and Tessa
Dare.
An aging spinster at twenty-six, all Imogen Duncan
sees ahead of her is a life of servitude to her
overbearing mother. Her London Season has passed
and her desperate shyness and reserved demeanor
have destroyed any chance for a match. As her younger sister Mariah begins her own
Season with a selection of suitors, Imogen believes her chances for excitement are
well and truly lost…Until a case of mistaken identity and an accidental kiss bring
adventure into her life.
Burying his guilt from a decade-old tragedy beneath a life of debauchery, Caleb
Masters, Marquess of Willbridge is content enough to meet willing widows in dark
gardens to numb the pain. But he is wholly unprepared when an innocent miss
stumbles into his life, turning his superficial world on its head.
Drawn to the rogue that mistakenly stole her first kiss, Imogen finds not a suitor, but
a friend. Free to be herself for the first time in her life, she begins to see a new
beauty in the world around her…and see a strength in herself she never knew she
possessed. But when friendship turns to passion, Imogen will accept nothing less
than Caleb’s heart. Can a healing of the past lead to the promise of a future
together?

Rights Info:
Publisher:
Diversion Books
Pub Date:
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World English
Rights Available:
Translation
Audio
Performance
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Sara Brookes
SWITCH IT UP - Book 2 of the
Noble House Kink Series
Welcome to Destiny Falls, New York, home of Bomb
Squad--an ice hockey team full of rugged military
heroes and wounded veterans.
After being wounded in combat, Brandon Theroux lives
every day like it's his last. He never could have
imagined that the sleek mechanics of his prosthetic
leg would open so many doors, including minor
celebrity status as a fitness model and a well-earned
reputation as a rakish playboy. The only door it hasn't opened is the one to Harper
Johnson's bedroom.
Harper has too much self-respect to join the ranks of Brandon's "carpe diem"
conquests, but when she needs someone to keep the peace in the tavern she owns,
Brandon offers his help--as long as she agrees to a very tempting trade. It isn't long
before the two realize that a deal struck between friends who can't keep their hands
off each other has the potential to be a whole lot hotter than either of them is
prepared to handle...
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German
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Italian
Audio
Rights Available:
Translation
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Also in this series…
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Melinda DiLorenzo
UNSOLICITED ADVICE - Book 3 in
the Between the Sheets Series
Heidi Bluthe is Miss Anonymous—queen of a
confident, snark-laced advice column. Too bad she
can’t take her own advice to fix the hot mess reality of
her life. When one of her readers shows up claiming
her advice ruined his life and demands she fix it, Heidi
agrees to try. She is, after all, a professional and
helping him will help further her career. But what
happens next, falling hard for sexy British charmer,
William, really knocks them both for a loop.
A year ago, William Rutherford was living the dream. Beautiful fiancée. Perfect home
in the suburbs. All that changed in an instant. And the advice Miss Anonymous—aka,
Heidi Bluthe–gave might not have been the root cause, but it was certainly the shove
that sent things over the edge. William’s determined to have her set things right,
even if that means unexpectedly risking his heart in the process…
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Also in this series…

BookEnds Literary - Romance

Kris Fletcher
ROMANCING THE RIVAL - Book 2
of the Calypso Falls Series
In the small town of Calypso Falls, New York, one
strait-laced woman is about to learn how to let loose-with the help of the last man she expects.
Oldest Elias sister Bree has always been the
pragmatic one, putting academics and family
responsibilities before fun. Now in the final year of her
doctoral program, she’s this close to achieving
everything that she’s worked so hard for. There’s only
one thing standing in her way—and his name is Spencer James.
Spencer knows that Bree isn’t happy they’re working on the same committee. Back in
high school, the pair were enemies, the hardworking Bree angry that Spencer always
coasted to the top based on his family’s legacy. But now, Spencer is trying to stand
on his own two feet for the first time. It would be easier to focus if Bree wasn't so
distracting--and as time goes on, he can tell that Bree is feeling the same problematic
attraction.
Just when a truce between Spencer and Bree seems possible, the secret history
between their two families comes to light, threatening not only Bree's career, but
their budding romance.

Also in this series…
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C.B. Halverson
THE WILD IRISH GIRL - Book 1 of
the Wild Romantics Series
Audrey Byrnes doesn’t mind playing the wild Irish
princess for London’s elite aristocracy—as long as they
buy her novels. With her father’s Dublin theater in
ruins and her sister’s illness growing worse, she’s the
only person who can save her family from the gutter.
As much as she enjoys the occasional passing
dalliance, being the primary breadwinner of her Irish
family means either marrying well or not at all.
Dr. Joseph Moorland knows it’s wrong to dress in disguise to hobnob with London’s
high society, but he figures one night would do no harm—until he meets the charming
and mysterious novelist, Audrey Byrnes. Too poor to marry, he hides his real identity
until an accident reveals the truth, and what started as a mild flirtation turns to an
infatuation he cannot deny.
Thrown together by circumstance, Audrey and Joseph find themselves in a tense
alliance as they try to crawl their way up from their humble beginnings and into the
highest echelons of the ton. But when one of the most formidable political players in
London sets his sights on having Audrey for himself, she has to choose between
saving her family from charges of treason or losing the man she loves forever.
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Michelle Hazen
A CRUEL KIND OF BEAUTIFUL Book 1 of the Sex, Love, and Rock &
Roll Series
Book 1 in the Sex, Love, and Rock & Roll series. If you
can’t get to the Big O, can you get to the happily ever
after?

collection.

Jera McKnight loves music, swoons for hot guys, but
sucks at sex. Jacob Tate is her perfect storm: a punloving nude model with a heart as big as his record

She doesn’t know if her music is good enough to attract a big contract, or if she’s
enough to tempt a man like Jacob to give up his secrets—even if they could fix her
problems between the sheets. But if this rocker girl is too afraid to bet on herself, she
might just end up playing to an empty house.
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Sarah Hawthorne
OUTLAW RIDE - Book 3 of the
Demon Horde Series
A recovering gamblerHard-living biker Clint Remmick is fiercely loyal to the
boys of the Demon Horde motorcycle club. He’s
worked hard to redeem himself, and there’s no risk he
won’t take to help his brothers, even when rivals
threaten their safety. When his grandmother’s health
takes a turn for the worse, though, he moves out of
the clubhouse to take care of her. With his duties for
the MC, he knows he can’t do it alone, so he hires Jo, a live-in nurse. He didn’t expect
her to heal him, as well.
A dedicated nurseJo Smith enjoys working for sweet old Anne Remmick, and she’s especially intrigued
by her tattooed bad-boy grandson. Clint’s tough exterior scares her a little, but she
feels a pull toward the sexy biker. Soon she’s dying to close the distance between
them.
A losing betWhen Clint and his brothers have to pull a dangerous job in Reno, Jo is the perfect
cover. With enemies around every corner, Clint needs to focus on keeping her safe—
not the lust simmering between them. But when Clint is trapped by a rival club, Jo will
have to save him…and their relationship.

Also in this series…
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USA Today Bestselling Author

Stacey Kennedy
DIRTY-TALKING COWBOY - Book
1 of the Kinky Spurs Series
Emma Monroe has returned to River Rock, Colorado,
after the death of her grandmother. Now she's
inherited a farm full of abused animals and she's
working as a waitress at the local hotspot, Kinky
Spurs. The last thing Emma wants in her life is a man,
as she's still recovering from a recent heartbreak. But
when a sensual and powerful cowboy, Shep
Blackshaw enters her life, Emma begins to want
things she shouldn't.
Shep knows sex shouldn't be on his mind. He's got a world of responsibility on his
shoulders. He's attempting to save his late father's cattle ranch, Blackshaw Cattle
Company, from foreclosure. But Emma's heated reactions to his touch make ignoring
her impossible. She's the perfect distraction to make him forget that his father's
company is a sinking ship.
While their nights only heat up, soon emotions become tangled into the mix. Shep's
not only giving Emma the hottest nights of her life, he's also healing her heart. With
every encounter, she forgets her heartbreak. With every naughty adventure, she
stops mourning the life she left behind. And with every dirty word whispered from
Shep's mouth, she stops thinking of all the reasons why she shouldn't fall for him.
But when the past comes to claim Emma, she'll need to choose between the life she
thought she wanted and the life she's grown to love with Shep. How will she say no to
forever with a dirty-talking cowboy.
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Tara Leigh
DEAL BREAKER - Book 2 of the
Billionaire Bosses Series
Nixie Rowland is having a bad day. Rushing home to
drown her sorrows in ice cream and reality television,
she decides to take a shortcut to the subway where
things take a turn for the worst. But Nixie’s bad luck
doesn’t end there—the white knight who comes to her
rescue is none other than the Dark Knight of Wall
Street, a cocky Manhattan mogul whose ego barely
fits inside his penthouse. To her horror, Nixie
discovers the sizzling attraction between them is off
the charts, and rising fast. Spending the night in his bed does nothing to lower the
heat… And everything to set her heart on fire.
Nash Knight doesn’t have room in his life, or his heart, for anything beyond one-night
stands or casual flings. And he certainly doesn’t make a habit of rescuing damsels in
distress. Except that this particular damsel slips beneath his armor, the vulnerability
she covers with a false show of bravado hitting him somewhere deep. Nixie is
everything he never wanted… And exactly what he needs.
With Nixie on the run from a controlling ex, and Nash trying to salvage a business
deal at risk because his conquests in the bedroom are overshadowing his wins in the
boardroom, there’s one simple solution for them both: a marriage in name only. But
when lust becomes love, will their untamed emotions be a deal breaker?

Also in this series…
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MYSTERY

BookEnds Literary - Cozy Mystery

NY Times Bestseller

Ellery Adams
MURDER IN THE LOCKED
LIBRARY - Book 4 of the Book
Retreat Series
Welcome to Storyton Hall, Virginia, where book lovers
travel from near and far to enjoy the singular comforts
of the Agatha Christie Tea Room, where they can
discuss the merits of their favorite authors no matter
how deadly the topic . . .
With her twins, Fitzgerald and Hemingway, back in
school, Jane Steward can finally focus on her work again—managing Storyton Hall,
and breaking ground on the resort’s latest attraction: a luxurious, relaxing spa named
in honor of Walt Whitman. But when the earth is dug up to start laying the spa’s
foundation, something else comes to the surface—a collection of unusual bones and
the ragged remnants of a very old book. The attendees of the Rare Book Conference
are eager to assist Jane with this unexpected historical mystery—until a visitor meets
an untimely end in the Henry James Library. As the questions—and suspects—start
stacking up, Jane will have to uncover a killer before more unhappy endings
ensue . . .
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Previous 3 books in the series published by Berkley. BookEnds retained
North American English and Performance rights
Praise for Ellery Adams’s THE SECRET, BOOK & SCONE SOCIETY:
“Adams launches an intriguing new mystery series, headed by four spirited amateur sleuths and touched with a hint
of magical realism, which celebrates the power of books and women’s friendships. Adams’s many fans, readers of
Sarah Addison Allen, and anyone who loves novels that revolve around books will savor this tasty treat.” — Library
Journal (starred review), Pick of the Month
“Adams kicks off a new series featuring strong women, a touch of romance and mysticism, and both the cunning
present-day mystery and the slowly revealed secrets of the intriguing heroines’ pasts.” — Kirkus Reviews

Also in this series…
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Bestselling Author

Laura Bradford
DIAL M FOR MOUSSE - Book 3 of
the Emergency Dessert Squad
Series
Murder takes the cake in an irresistible Emergency
Dessert Squad mystery from the national bestselling
author of The Silence of the Flans.

Rights Info:
Publisher:
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Pub Date:
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The Emergency Dessert Squad business is booming,
with owner and baker Winnie Johnson working
overtime to satisfy the emergency cravings of Silver
Lake, Ohio. Her latest order, a plate of motivational desserts for an artists’ retreat, is
just what she needs to keep her mind off her own relationship woes.

Rights Sold:

But Winnie’s problems seem like trifles when she discovers the body of retreat owner
Sally Dearfield mere inches away from five oh-so-eccentric and viable suspects. Now,
this baking detective must uncover the inspiration behind Sally’s murder before
another creative genius is iced.

Rights Available:

World English
Audio [Tantor]

Translation
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Praise for the previous books in the EMERGENCY DESSERT SQUAD Series:
“[A] charming cozy mystery that will have you laughing (and marveling) at the dessert names Winnie comes up with…
[A] delightful story that will keep you turning pages to see what happens next. Several unusual turns and twists in the
plot make an exciting storyline to follow.”—Fresh Fiction
“The wonderful whodunit is a must-read that will not allow you to put it down. I wish I could give it more than 5
stars.”—Open Book Society

Also in this series…
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Julia Buckley
PUDDING UP WITH MURDER Book 3 of the Undercover Dish
Series
Secret chef Lilah Drake has a killer casserole to deal
with in the latest Undercover Dish mystery from the
author of Cheddar Off Dead....
Customers trust Lilah Drake to keep her
mouthwatering meals under wraps, but when a
millionaire meets his untimely end, some sinister
secrets become the main course. . . .
Spring is right around the corner, and with the warmer temperatures come plenty of
food requests from Lilah Drake's covered-dish clients. Lilah pulls out all the stops
with a sweet new casserole for the birthday party of Marcus Cantwell, a wealthy
curmudgeon who has some angry ex-wives and more than a few enemies.
When he's found facedown in Lilah's casserole, it's anyone's guess as to who might
have wanted the old man dead. A possible new heir to Marcus’s fortune adds some
unexpected spice to the investigation, but Lilah fears that the old adage is true, and
"the proof is in the pudding."

Also in this series…
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Bestselling Author

Peg Cochran
SOWED TO DEATH - Book 2 of the
Farmer’s Daughter Series
In the third Farmer's Daughter Mystery from the
national bestselling author of Sowed to Death, finding
a dead body in her own backyard lands blogger and
farmer Shelby McDonald in one trough spot...
Wedding preparations are in full swing at Love
Blossom Farm as food-and-lifestyle blogger Shelby
McDonald transforms the property for her friend
Kelly's down-home country-style reception. But when
the lead singer of the wedding band turns up dead--drowned in a trough full of
rainwater and strung up like a scarecrow--the police round themselves up a barnful of
suspects.
It seems that Travis sowed the seeds of discord wherever he went, and when it
becomes clear that everyone from the groom to Shelby's own staff has motive,
tracking down Travis' killer is going to be more difficult than finding a needle in a
haystack. As Shelby finds herself drawn deeper into the investigation, she'll have to
move quickly before the killer decides to put her out to pasture...

Also in this series…
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NY Times Bestselling Author

Sheila Connolly
MANY A TWIST - Book 6 of the
County Cork Series
Pub owner Maura Donovan hasn’t seen her mother for
over twenty years, so when she suddenly shows up in
Maura’s pub, Maura’s not sure what to expect. Her
mother is trying to find a life for herself back home and
has taken up a position working with the new owners
of the Crann Mor hotel just outside Skibbereen. Until
her new boss is found dead in the gardens, dumped
down the hillside behind the hotel.
Now, trying to rekindle the relationship they’ve lost, Maura must investigate in order
to clear her mother’s name. It’s not so easy though, as long-time residents of County
Cork, including the families of her employee Mick, and the family of the deceased
hotel owner, have bottled deep dark family secrets not meant to be uncorked. And
someone will kill to keep them that way.
How far would you go to protect your family? Maura tests the age-old question in
Many a Twist, the charming and atmospheric sixth County Cork mystery from New
York Times bestselling author Sheila Connolly.

Also in this series…
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NY Times Bestselling Author

Sheila Connolly
A LATE FROST - Book 11 of the
Orchard Series
The New York Times bestselling author of Seeds of
Deception returns with a story of orchard owner Meg
and the search for a poisoner.
The usually quiet town of Granford, Massachusetts, is
even drowsier during the colder months. But this year
it’s in for a jolt when Monica Whitman moves into
town. She’s a dynamo who wants to make friends fast
in her new home, and she throws herself into
community activities. Meg Corey, now Chapin after her marriage to Seth Chapin, is
intrigued by the new arrival, who has already sold the town board on a new, fun way
to bring in visitors during the off-season: WinterFare, which will feature local foods
(such as Meg’s apples) and crafts, as well as entertainment.
Tragically, Monica falls ill and dies after the event in what looks like a case of food
poisoning. When all the food served at WinterFare has been tested, including Meg’s
apples, it becomes clear that there’s a more sinister explanation to the older
woman’s sudden demise.
Meg’s investigation uncovers a bushel of potential suspects, one of whom is rotten to
the core.

Also in this series…
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NY Times Bestselling Author

Krista Davis
THE DIVA COOKS UP A STORM Book 11 of the Domestic Diva Series
When a trendy, underground dinner club leaves some
guests six-feet-under the table, entertaining
professional and amateur sleuth Sophie Winston
hopes she has all the right ingredients to put a
murderer on ice in New York Times bestselling author
Krista Davis’s new Domestic Diva mystery . . .
Domestic diva Sophie Winston can whip up an
elaborate event in her sleep, but as the hippest
hostess she rarely gets to enjoy the full guest treatment. Which is why her best friend
Nina Reid Norwood loops her in to the latest culinary craze: a pop-up gourmet dinner
party. The celebrity chef, the epicurean menu, and the high-profile attendees are all a
surprise, turning the decadent dining experience into the hottest ticket in Old Town.
But Sophie’s just pleased as punch that she finally has an opportunity to join her
fellow foodies in some fun.
The posh party proves to be a recipe for disaster when Hollis Haberman sours spirits
by bringing his own hot new dish—his young trophy wife. With Hollis’s son and ex-wife
in attendance, there may be more heat at the table than in the kitchen. But by
aperitifs, Sophie discovers Hollis swallowing his last bits of air, and she must
scramble to stop a killer before the swanky supper becomes anyone else’s last meal.

The previous 10 books in the series were published by Berkley. BookEnds
holds World English and performance rights to those titles.

Also in this series…
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NY Times Bestselling Author

Krista Davis
NOT A CREATURE WAS
PURRING - Book 5 of the Paws &
Claws Series
Santa Claws is coming to town and checking his list
for a murderer—as the New York Times bestselling
Paws & Claws Mysteries continue…

Wagtail, Virginia.

Inn owner Holly Miller finds it ruff staying cheerful over
the holidays when the dead body of a beloved
businessman turns up in the pet-friendly town of

Inspired by her German heritage, Holly’s grandmother has arranged for Wagtail to
have a Christkindl Market packed with goodies and decorations for the howliday
tourists. But Holly’s mood takes an unseasonable turn when she learns that her old
flame and childhood friend Holmes Richardson has brought his fiancée home—and
she’ll be staying at the Sugar Maple Inn…
A love triangle becomes the last thing on Holly’s mind when her Jack Russell Trixie’s
nose for trouble leads her to the corpse of a pet clothing tycoon. Now Holly and her
dedicated detectives—Trixie and Twinkletoes the cat—must sniff out the killer to keep
Christmas from going to the dogs…

Also in this series…
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Vicki Delany
HARK THE HERALD ANGELS
SLAY - Book 3 of the Year-Round
Christmas Series
Santa’s summer vacation plans turn deadly in this
festive mystery from the author of Rest Ye Murdered
Gentlemen and We Wish You a Murderous Christmas.

Wilkinson to wrap up the case.

The town of Rudolph, New York, has the Christmas
spirit all year long—but when homicide heats up a
summer holiday, it’s up to shop owner Merry

In Rudolph, Christmas in July heralds Santa’s arrival by boat to begin his summer
vacation at the lake, and Merry Wilkinson, owner of Mrs. Claus’s Treasures, is looking
forward to a busy weekend. But she’s caught off guard when her ex-fiancé, Max
Folger, unexpectedly arrives with a team from a lifestyle magazine wanting to do a
feature on the July festivities.
It’s clear that Max’s visit has less to do with business and more to do with winning
back Merry’s heart. Merry has too much on her plate to deal with an old flame, but
when Max is found strangled to death in Mrs. Claus’s Treasures, she must find out
who wanted him dead—and stop a killer from ruining the summer holiday cheer.

Also in this series…
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Gail Oust
GINGER SNAPPED - Book 5 of the
Spice Shop Series
Piper Prescott and Police Chief Wyatt McBride might
have gotten off on the wrong foot but, over the past
year, their interactions have evolved into a friendship
of sorts. And when the body of Shirley Randolph is
found floating in a fishing hole, their relationship
reaches entirely new territory.
Shirley, the town's Realtor of the Year, was also Wyatt's
suspected romantic interest, and now the residents of
Brandywine Creek are speculating that Wyatt is responsible for her death. As the
town council moves to suspend the handsome lawman, Piper springs into action to
save his reputation and possibly his freedom. She enlists the aid of her BFF, Reba
Mae Johnson, along with Wyatt himself, to help solve the puzzle and find Shirley’s
real killer.
Pointing them toward high-powered real estate tactics and possible affairs, the
investigation soon becomes personal when Piper's shop, Spice It Up!, is burglarized,
and she’s forced off the road late one night, narrowly escaping serious injury.
Realizing that she must be close to uncovering the truth, and that the evidence
against Wyatt is no longer circumstantial, Piper resorts to drastic measures to
prevent a grave miscarriage of justice.

Also in this series…
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NY Times Bestseller

Paige Shelton
COMIC SANS MURDER - Book 3 of
the Dangerous Type Series
Clare Henry’s snowy Star City, Utah, oasis turns
deadly in the third Dangerous Type Mystery from the
New York Times bestselling author of Bookman Dead
Style and To Helvetica and Back.
SOMETHING’S AFOOT....
The visit of quirky world-famous horror author Nathan
Grimes to Star City is especially thrilling for Clare
Henry and her grandfather Chester. As the owners of The Rescued Word, a charming
boutique shop in town, Clare and Chester specialize in restoring old typewriters and
repairing beloved books. They’ve invited Nathan to their shop to use their equipment
for his next book.
But all plans to work on the book take a step in the wrong direction when a tourist
discovers an abandoned ski boot on the slopes—and the only sign of the owner is the
dismembered foot he left inside! Nathan’s writer’s curiosity for all things horror is
further piqued after the body of Clare’s high school friend Lloyd Gavin is discovered
sans one foot. When all toes point to a class reunion gone wrong, Nathan can’t help
but join Clare and her best friend, police officer Jodie Wentworth, as they hurry to
track down the killer before more former classmates become Most Likely to Be Killed.
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MARINATING IN MURDER - Book
3 of the Supper Club Series
The third in a delicious series featuring a dinner club
that tries out new recipes--while trying to catch a
killer.
The Culinary Capers Dinner Club is planning a fall
picnic for their next meeting. What could be better
than sharing delicious food with friends under a
beautiful autumn sky? But when club member Alison
Malkovich opens the back of her SUV to load in the
picnic supplies, she finds a dead body. To make things worse, it's the body of her exhusband, and now she's the prime suspect. Because Alison is a police officer, she is
suspended and warned not to do any investigating of her own. That's not about to
stop J.J. and the Culinary Capers gang though. They know that Alison is innocent, and
after all, they do have some experience solving crimes.
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